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Massive interruptions to the start of both plant , and food chain. Starting with eco damaged to fungi , compost 
for plant growth caused by chemical s involving cement foundations of these turbines with a maximum life of 
ten years. 

Interruptions to start of food chain from microorganisms ,insects,bugs,spiders leading to food chain of birds 
and other mass proportions of wild life.  

Interruptions to climate eco systems ie trees return both oxygen and compost build ups within their trunks and 
some trees for example rely on hollow trunks to support both compost, water supply caused by chains of effect 
like the last vermin plague that drown within these trees created a form of fertilisation to feed both trees and 
soil below in which leads to interruptions to growth of grown cover grasses affecting farming.   As mentioned 
above theses trees creat a place of habitat for birds lizards, and other forms of sml animal life. Interruptions to 
koalas and their food source.  And other might mention injuries to animals both in air and climbing.    

Environmental damage s cause by mechanical breakdown s of these turbines like fire hazard.and chemical 
leaks to the expired prop blades of theses machines become no recycled and created another form of damage 
to environment including contamination to water ways affecting all.   

Noise vibrations and the view of these machines are not considered as I know of one farmer waking up through 
the night and seeing red strobe flashing lights for air craft warnings. If som has epilepsy might be a health 
hazard of the above mentioned.    

The area of planning s is a high & rich  of both fruit to farming .  I feel this is a catastrophic decision of the one 
involved in this project and are for the project to go ahead for a short 10 yr life bandaid solution.  Bit like the 
desalination plant in Sydney. Millions of tax payers money wasted.     Thankyou for showing respect in my reply 
of concerns. Regard Ian Baldwin 
 

 


